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Presentation Summary: This interactive workshop draws upon two different sources to challenge practitioners to extend their 

expertise when working with bereaved individuals. Grief Australia, as a government funded service, must demonstrate the clinical

effectiveness of its work to justify its value to taxpayers and stakeholders. Its unique approach tracks change and monitors the therapeutic 

alliance across sessions in a model called Feedback Informed Treatment. This innovative care model is designed for a population approach 

to bereavement intervention and addresses the findings that those who are most distressed appear to benefit greatest from grief therapy 

while also being the least likely to seek support. The second source draws upon data describing how “master therapists” practice and 

attempts to codify the methods they employ. Those broadband principles correlate with what is known about treatment effectiveness from 

the broader psychotherapy literature. Participants will be engaged in active reflection on their current practices in light of what has been 

learned from Feedback Informed Treatment as well as how acknowledged experts approach the work.

Objectives: Upon completion of this lecture, the participant will be able to:

• Discuss how Feedback Informed Treatment tracks change and monitors the therapeutic alliance across sessions during grief 

counseling

• List three proven methods practiced by expert therapists in the field of bereavement intervention

• Describe one or more specific practice innovations which could be implemented in the participant’s own treatment setting
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